


Swing – Key Features

•Swing eliminates a number of the limitations inherent in the AWT,
Swing does not replace it. Instead, Swing is built on the foundation
of the AWT.

•Two key features: lightweight components and a pluggable look
and feel. Together they provide an elegant, yet easy-to-use solution
to the problems of the AWT.

•A Swing GUI consists of two key items: components and 
containers. However, this distinction is mostly conceptual because 
all containers are also components.
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Components and Containners

•Swing components are derived from the JComponent class.
•JComponent inherits the AWT classes Container and Component.
Thus, a Swing component is built on and compatible with an AWT
component.
•All of Swing’s components are represented by classes defined
within the package javax.swing.
•For example, the class for a label is JLabel; the class for a push
button is JButton; and the class for a scroll bar is JScrollBar.
•Swing defines two types of containers. The first are top-level
containers: JFrame, JApplet, JWindow, and JDialog. These
containers do not inherit JComponent.
•The second type of containers supported by Swing are lightweight
containers. Lightweight containers do inherit JComponent. An
example of a lightweight container is JPanel, which is a general-
purpose container.



Swing Application- An Example



Event Handling

•The preceding example showed the basic form of a Swing program,
but it left out one important part: event handling.
•Because JLabel does not take input from the user, it does not
generate events, so no event handling was needed.
•However, the other Swing components do respond to user input
and the events generated by those interactions need to be handled.
•Events can also be generated in ways not directly related to user
input. For example, an event is generated when a timer goes off.



Event Handling - An Example



Painting in Swing 

•Swing also lets you write directly into the display area of a frame,
panel, or one of Swing’s other components, such as JLabel.
•To write output directly to the surface of a component, you will
use one or more drawing methods defined by the AWT, such as
drawLine( ) or drawRect( ).
•The AWT class Component defines a method called paint( ) that is
used to draw output directly to the surface of a component.
•paintComponent( ), paintBorder( ), and paintChildren( ) methods
paint the indicated portion of a component and divide the painting
process into its three distinct, logical actions.



Painting - An Example
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JLabel and ImageIcon

•JLabel can be used to display text and/or an icon. It is a passive
component in that it does not respond to user input.
•JLabel defines several constructors.
•The easiest way to obtain an icon is to use the ImageIcon class.
•ImageIcon implements Icon and encapsulates an image. Thus, an
object of type ImageIcon can be passed as an argument to the Icon
parameter of JLabel’s constructor.
•There are several ways to provide the image, including reading it
from a file or downloading it from a URL.





Swing Buttons 

•Swing defines four types of buttons: JButton, JToggleButton,
JCheckBox, and JRadioButton.
•All are subclasses of the AbstractButton class, which extends
JComponent. Thus, all buttons share a set of common traits.
•AbstractButton contains many methods that allow you to control
the behavior of buttons.
•For example, you can define different icons that are displayed for
the button when it is disabled, pressed, or selected. Another icon
can be used as a rollover icon, which is displayed when the mouse
is positioned over a button.
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NOTE: Please go through the reference book for details on the above
topic and feel free to mail your doubts or discuss anything.


